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Abstract 
The concept of rotation number for circle maps has been extended to rotation vectors for maps 
and flows on the n-dimensional torus. In this paper a natural extension of rotation vector is presented 
in the setting of a continuous flow on a compact orientable surface M of genus g. A theorem is 
presented which classifies the local structure in this rotation set for structurally stable flows on M. 
In particular, it is shown that for g > 1 there exist at most 4g - 2 linearly independent directions 
in the rotation set, and that there exist continuous flows for which this upper bound on the number 
of directions is attained. 
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1. Introduction 
Henri Poincart! [15] introduced the concept of rotation number for orientation pre- 
serving circle homeomorphisms in an attempt to classify the dynamics of flows on the 
two-dimensional torus T*. The study of certain flows on T* was reduced to the study of 
homeomorphisms of the circle f : S’ + S’. If J is a lift of f to the real line, the rotation 
number p(f) is defined as 
p(f) = Jim p’xi -x, where x E Iw. 
The rotation number represents an average distance a point z moves per iterate of f 
or, likewise, the average rotation per iterate of f. PoincarC proved that p(f) is rational 
if and only if f has a periodic orbit. Moreover, if f is C2 one can completely classify 
the dynamics of f via the rotation number ([5]; also see [I 1,201). 
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The concept of rotation number has been generalized to the setting of continuous maps 
and flows on the n-dimensional torus ‘P. In [ 121 the rotation set for a flow is defined 
as follows. Let C+!Q : Rn + R’” be a lift of a continuous flow & : ‘IT” -+ Tn. The rotation 
set p(J) is the set of all vectors ‘u such that 
2, = lim 
&i, h) - x2 
i--too ti ’ (1.1) 
where 
{Zi}E, C R”, {G)E C R+, 
and ti + -too as i -+ co. The vector u is called a rotation vector and represents an 
average direction and average speed for the flow 4. 
This rotation set differs from the pointwise rotation set [12,2,10], in which the base 
point is held fixed. The pointwise rotation set need not be closed or connected in this 
setting [ 181, while the rotation set defined above is closed, compact and connected [ 121. 
The structure of the rotation set for the lift of a continuous flow on the two-dimensional 
torus is given by the following theorem of J. Franks and M. Misiurewicz [8]. 
Theorem 1.1. If q5 is a continuausJZow on T2 and $ its lift to iR2, then the rotation set 
of 4 is one of the following: 
(a) A set consisting of a single point u E IR2. 
(b) A segment of a line passing through 0 with rational slope. The segment need not 
contain 0. 
(c) A line segment with one end at 0 E IR2 and having irrational slope. 
The above theorem implies in particular that flows 4 on T2 can have at most one 
direction in the sense that trajectories of the lift 4 can flow to “infinity” in at most 
one direction; any two vectors in p(J) are linearly dependent. The connection between 
the qualitative structure of this rotation set and the topology of g2 is provided by this 
theorem. In this paper we introduce a definition of rotation vector in Section 2 for flows 
defined on closed, orientable surfaces of genus g 3 1. This rotation set is a subset of - 
the tangent bundle of the universal covering space M. After several preliminaries in 
Section 3, we prove the following theorem in Section 4, which classifies the structure 
of the rotation set on a fiber F, for z E E. For a characterization of structurally stable 
Ilows on compact surfaces see Section 4. 
Theorem 1.2. Let & : % --t % be the lift of a structurally stable flow q& : M + M, 
where M is a closed, orientable surface of genus g > 1. For z E n/r F, is either a 
single point, or consists of subintervals of lines passing through 0 E T,(G) with at most 
4g - 2 distinct slopes. The segments are of at most 2g distinct lengths, and if F, contains 
more than one segment then each segment has one endpoint at 0 E T, (%) (see Fig. I). 
Remark. For the local structure of this rotation set in the genus one case see [19]. 
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Fig. 1. A possible fiber F, in the rotation set for g = 2. 
2. Rotation vectors 
Let (z, p) be the universal covering space of a closed, orientable surface A4 of genus 
g, where p: G + M. The concept of rotation vector has been generalized in various 
ways for maps and flows on surfaces of genus g > 1. Schwartzman [17] introduced the 
notion of asymptotic cycles in the first homology group. Fried [9] suspended surface 
homeomorphisms and defined homology directions for loops in the resulting flow, while 
Franks [7] introduced homological rotation vectors. These homology generalizations of 
the rotation vector have been quite successful in providing insight into the dynamics of 
surface homeomorphisms given certain properties of the rotation set (also see [ 161). For 
a homotopy generalization via the averaging of deck transformations along orbits see [4]. 
Aranson and Grines [l] introduced homotopy equivalence classes of directions for lifts 
of continuous flows to the universal covering space. 
We extend the definition of rotation vector as follows. Let 4 be the lift to % of a - 
continuous flow 4 on M. Given xi E M and ti > 0, let gi be the geodesic arc from xi 
t0 J(LZi, ti). Let 
u(x~, ti) E T,,(E) have length 
d(xi, J(Xi, ti)) 
ti ’ 
(2.1) 
where v(xi, ti) is tangent to the geodesic arc gi and d is a metric of constant nega- - 
tive curvature on M (see Fig. 2). In the g = 1 case v(z~, ti) is precisely the vector 
*(J(Xijti) -Xi), as in (1.1). 
As in the g = 1 setting we would like to take limits of such vectors ~(xi, t;). If g > 1, 
however, one no longer has the natural parallel translation of these vectors to the origin 
in E. Thus we will define the rotation set as a subset of the tangent bundle TM. In this 
setting, we have the following. 
Definition. The rotation set p(i) is the set of all elements (x, V) E TM for which there 
exist {zi}zI C % and {ii},“=, C R+ with ti -+ foe as i + co, and 
where v(xi, ti) E T,, (%) is as defined in (2.1). 
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Fig. 2. Defining the vector v(zi, t,) tangent o the geodesic arc gi. 
As an example in the genus g > 1 setting, suppose x0 is contained in a periodic orbit 
of period s. Let z E G be a lift of x0. Then I$(z, s) = y(x) for some deck transformation 
y. For g > 1 y is a hyperbolic isometry with attracting fixed point q E S,, the circle 
at infinity in the PoincarC disk model for the hyperbolic plane G (see [3] for these and 
other hyperbolic geometry facts that we will make use of). If ti + +cc as i + co then 
lim d(z’~(x’ti)) = ~ 
i+cC ti s ’ 
- 
where T7 is the translation length of y. Let v E Tz(M) be tangent to the geodesic ray 
from CC to q and have length T,/s. Then the point (x, U) is contained in p(J). 
3. Preliminaries 
Throughout the remainder of the paper M is a closed, orientable surface of genus g; 
(M,p) is the universal covering space of M; c$ is a lift of a continuous flow 4 on M; 
the rotation set p(J) is as defined in Section 2; and, for z E &? and t > 0, IJ(Z, t) is the 
vector as defined in (2.1). Finally, let ~1 : T% + G, ~1 (z, u) = .z be projection on the 
first coordinate, and for z E G set F, = x;‘(z) n p(J). 
A more compact representation of F, is 
Fz = n n ~1 [u {(z’&‘,t)): +?) < &}I; (3.1) 
E>O n>O t>n 
from which it follows that F, is nonempty, closed and compact. Before proceeding further 
we have the following definitions. 
A periodic orbit on M is essential if it is homotopically nonnull; we will not consider 
equilibria as periodic orbits. Given a point yo, the w-limit set of yo for 4 is 
I = {Y: 3 ti + +CC with 4(yo, tz) t y as i + w}. 
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The a-limit set cy(yo) is defined similarly with ti + -oo as i -+ 00. A compact invariant 
set I is an attractor (respectively repeller) if there is an open neighborhood U of I with 
w(U) = I (respectively a(U) = I). Given an attractor 1, a compact set B is an attractor 
block for 1 if 4(B, t) c Int(B) for all t > 0 and w(B) = I. One defines repeller block 
similarly, with d(B, t) c Int(B) for all t < 0, and a(B) = I. 
The attractors and repellers in this paper will be attracting or repelling equilibria and 
periodic orbits. The following two lemmas are fundamental tools used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 2 c &f be a component of the lift of an attracting periodic orbit e on 
M. Let N > e be a component of the lif of an attractor block for e. If {xi} c N, and 
{ti} -+ too as i --+ co, then 
,im d(Xi, &Xi, ti)) 
= lim d(Y7 i(Y, ti)) 
i+m t, i+m ti 
for any y E k 
Remark. This implies that in the domain of attraction of a component of the lift of an 
essential periodic orbit trajectories travel at the same average speed as they limit on the 
same point on S,. 
Proof. If ! is nonessential then each of the above limits is 0. Assume e is essential and 
let s be the period of e. There exists a deck transformation y such that &y, s) = -y(y) 
for all Y E Z. 
Let E > 0 be given. Choose T > 0 so that if z E 2 and t E [0, r] then d(z, &(z, t)) < E. 
Let Y E 2, and let 2 be the component of the lift of a section C for 4 at p(y), with 
y E 2. Let N be as in the statement of the lemma. Choose a second attractor block for 
e, with a component B c N of its lift satisfying: 
(i) diam(2 n B) < E, and 
(ii) if x E ,J? n B, and t(x) is such that &zr, t(z)) E y(z) n B, then /t(z) - SI < T. 
Note that since 4 commutes with deck transformations (i) and (ii) hold with .J? replaced 
by ~~(2’) for any n E Z. Let R be the region bounded by B, y-‘(T) and 2, and R’ 
the region bounded by N, y-’ (2) and J? (see Fig. 3). Let {xi} C N and {ti} + cc as 
i --+ co. Then Xi E N implies xi E y”(R’) for some n E Z. Hence, for all i, 3 Yi E R’ 
and 3 n E Z such that 
Thus we may assume xi E R’ for all i. By the compactness of R’, one can produce a 
t 3 0 such that for any Xi E R’, J(xi, t) E B. SO without loss of generality, assume 
xi E R for all i. 
Given xi E R, let ri satisfy J(xi, ri) E C. Set .~i = J(Xi, Vi), and note that ri < r + S. 
Choose 11 so that i > 11 implies ti > T + s. Write ti = nis + mi, ni a positive integer 
and mi E [0, s). Let 
K = max {d(x, 4(x:, t)): 5 E XT, t E [0, s + T]}, 
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r-w 2 7(C) 
Fig. 3. The attractor blocks N and B for i 
and choose I2 so that i > I2 implies 4K/t, < E/S. Then, if i > max{ It, 12 }, we have 
< 2K + E + K + d@(zi, w), &y/,nis)) + K. 
Since 4K/ti < E/S, 
d(zi, $(xi, ti)) _ d(Y, 4(YJi)) < 2 + d(4(z%, %s), J(Y7 nis)) 
ti ti S RiS 
We now show that for any z E _I? n B and any integer n > 0, 
4&z, ns), &(Y, ns)) < z 
72s 's> 
which yields the desired result as E was arbitrary. 
Given z E .b B and n a positive integer, let s, be the time value such that &z, s,) E 
~~(2). By the choice of B, 1s - (s,+i - s,)l < T, so that Is, - ns) < no. Recalling 
that T was chosen so that for any z E &? and for any t E [0, T], d(z, ~(~, t)) < E, we 
have 
4&z, ns), ?(Y, ns)) < 4&z, 72s)) &z, s,)) + 4&z, 4, &Y, ns)) 
, 
ns 72s ns 
<E+4<%. 0 
ns ns S 
For repelling periodic orbits we have a similar result 
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Lemma 3.2. Let e C % be a component of the lift of a repelling periodic orbit e on 
M. Let N > 2 be a component of the lift of a repeller block for !. If {xz} C N, and 
{ti} + +oo as i --t CO such that for all i, &xi, ti) E N, then 
,im d(G, c&it ti)) 
= lim d(9, J(Y1 G)) 
i-rm ti 
for any y E E 
z+m h 
Proof. We remark that the requirement &xi, ti) E N, along with the fact {ti} + too 
as i t co, imply that the xi limit on e as i -+ 03. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one 
can show that the piece of trajectory from Xi to J(Zi, ti) spends all but a finite amount 
of time inside a component of a repeller block B c N, where B is as “narrow” as one 
likes. The techniques used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 carry over to this case. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let S be an open, connected region in G with z E a??. Let FL be the set 
of rotation vectors realizable with sequences {xi} C S. Suppose thatfor any (z, u) E FL 
and(z,u) E Fi, u = awforsomecu 3 0. Zf(z,u), (z,w) E Fi then (z,ou+(l-o)‘u) E 
Fi for all cy E [0, 11. 
Proof. Let (z, U) and (2,~) be elements in F:, with ‘1~ = (~1, ~2) and r~ = (WI, ~2). 
Assume ZLZ < ~12 and let w = (WI, 2~2) = au + (1 - cy)w for some a E (0,l). There 
exist {Q}, {ti}, {gj} and {sj} satisfying xi + z and ti --t cc as i + oo; yj -+ z and 
sj -_j 00 as j -+ co; Xi E S for all i and yj E S for all j; and w(xi, ti) + w as i -F 03, 
7~(y~,sj)+uasj+co. 
Let rry : R2 + R, 7riTy(z, y) = y, and choose a sequence &,+ -+ 0 as k + 00, with 
S n B,,(z) connected for each lc. Set b = min(w2 - ~2, w2 - ~2) and pick I and J so 
that i > I and j > J implies /ry(n(xirti)) - wz] < 6 and ]~~(w(yj,sj)) - ~21 < 6. 
Pick ii > I, j, > J such that sj, < ti, and both xi, and yj, are within ~1 of z. Consider 
the connected set Ct = (S n B,,(z)) x [sj], tZ,] and the continuous map hi : Cl + 
R, hl(2, t) = 7ry(W(X, t)) - w2. S’ mce hi (Xi,, ti,) > 0 and hi (yj,, sj,) < 0, there exists 
(ui, ~1) E cl with hi(ai, ~1) = 0. Continuing, choose sequences {ik}, {jk} --f cc as 
k --t 00, and (ak, rk) E CI, = (S fl B,, (2)) X [sjk, ti,.] such that hk(@, Tk) = 0. Note 
that {ak} C S, and ak -+ z and rk --t cc as k t oo. Let vk = ‘u(@,rk) E Tak(z). The 
sequence {Wk} admits a subsequence converging to a vector w’ since {uk} is contained 
in a compact set. By hypothesis the vector w’ is parallel to u and w, and agrees with w 
on the second coordinate by the choice of ok and rk. Thus w’ = w and (z, w) E Fi. 0 
The following lemma will be used to show there are at most 4g-2 linearly independent 
directions in a given fiber in the rotation set, where g > 1 is the genus of M. By pair-wise 
disjoint in Lemma 3.4 we mean the following. If z E i3N no arc intersects another. If 
z $ i3N any two arcs have only the point z in common. 
Lemma 3.4. Let N be a compact orientable sulfhce of genus g > 1 with n 3 1 boundary 
components. Given z E N, there exist at most 4g + 2n - 2 homotopically distinct pairwise 
disjoint arcs from t to aN, where the endpoint of an arc can be moved in the connected 
boundary component in which it is contained. 
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Proof. This is a consequence of the Dehn-Thurston parametrization of arcs on surfaces 
[13,6]. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Let 4 be a structurally stable flow on M, where the genus g > 1. For compact surfaces 
structurally stable flows d, are characterized [ 141 by: 
(i) 4 has a finite number of critical orbits, all hyperbolic; 
(ii) there are no saddle connections; 
(iii) the cr- and w-limit set of every trajectory is a critical orbit. 
A critical orbit is an equilibrium point or a periodic orbit. Let 4 be a lift of 4 to the 
hyperbolic plane G. We begin with the following lemma. 
- 
Lemma 4.1. Let c(t) : [0, l] + M be a simple continuous curve such that 
(i) p(c(t)) intersects no critical orbits, and 
(ii) c(t) intersects no stable manifold of any saddle point. 
Then there is a unique component N of the lift of an attractor block of an attractor A 
and s > 0 such that for all n: E c(t), for all t 3 s, 4(x, t) E N. 
Proof. Let x E c(t). Since 4 is structurally stable, w(p(~)) is a critical orbit ,0. By 
hypotheses (i) and (ii) /3 is an attractor. 
List the components Ni of lifts of attractor blocks of attractors Ai, where there is a 
connecting orbit from some z E c(t) to Ni; i > 1 from above. Given z E c(t), by 
the continuity of 4 there exist 6(x) > 0 and t(z) > 0 so that if cl(y,z) < b(z) and 
t > t(z), &J, t) E Ni. The union of the balls BJ(~.(z) forms an open cover of the 
compact curve c(t). Thus, c(t) C BI U . . U Br, where Bi = Bs(zi)(zi), xi E c(t). 
Since c(t) is simple, we can refine this cover so that for each i, Bi intersects at most 
two other balls. Clearly there is then a unique attractor with connecting orbits from c(t). 
Let s = max{ t,: 1 < i < I}. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let z E z. Given any z E &?, let Q(z) = {4(x, t): t E IR} and 
0+(Z) = {J&t): i! 3 0). 
Since the critical orbits of 4 are isolated, choose 77 > 0 so that p(B,(z)) intersects 
at most one critical orbit. The proof will consist of three cases: either for all 2 E 
B,(z), w(p(~)) is a rest point (depending on 2); or for all z E B,(z), w(p(z)) is a 
periodic orbit (depending on z); or for all 77 > 0, there are points z and y in B,(z) such 
that w@(z)) is a rest point, and w(p(y)) is a periodic orbit. 
Case 1. Suppose that for all 5 E B,(z), w&(z)) IS a rest point, so that &z, t) + q(z) 
as t -+ +co for some rest point q(z) E 2. 
Case l(a). If z is not a rest point, $(z, t) + q as t + +oc for some rest point q E M, 
with z # q. If q is a sink, by the continuity of (b there exist E > 0 and K > 0 such that 
d(z, &(z, t)) < K for all z E BE(z) and for all t > 0. Thus F, = {(z, 0)). 
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If q is a saddle, let W:(q), i = 1,2, be the components of the unstable manifold 
W”(q). Since 4 has no saddle connections, and given the hypothesis of Case 1, W:(q) 
limit on sinks qi as t -+ -too, i = 1,2. Hence-we again have F, = {(z,O)}. 
Case l(b). Suppose that .z is a rest point of 4. If z is a sink or a saddle then as in Case 
I(a) we have F, = {(z,O)}. If z is a source, choose E > 0 so that BE(z) C Bv(z) and, 
if z E BE(z), &s,t) intersects C = aB,(z) for some t > 0. If 2 E C, J(z,t) limits 
on a sink or a saddle point in forward time. As in Case l(a), for each J: E C there is 
a constant K(s) and S(z) > 0 such that d(y, z) < 6(z) implies d(y, $(y, t)) 6 K(z) 
for all t 3 0. Since C is compact, there is a constant K such that for all z E BE(z), 
d(z, $(z, t)) 6 K for all t 3 0, and F, = { (z, 0) }. 
Case 2. Suppose that for all x E Bn(z), w@(z)) is a erio ic orbit (depending on a~). p d’ 
Case 2(a). If p( ) z is not contained in a periodic orbit, by the hypothesis of Case 2, 
w@(z)) is an attracting periodic orbit C. Let e be the component of the lift of e with a 
connecting orbit from z, and N > 2 a component of the lift of an attractor block for e. 
If /? is nonessential then diam(N) is bounded, so again F, = {(z, 0)). If ! is essential, 
let y be the deck transformation such that V y E e, &y/, sa) = y(y), where se is the period 
of e. In forward time each of i and the two components of aN limit on the attracting 
fixed point q E S, of y. By the continuity of 4, there exist E > 0 and s 3 0 so that 
for all z E BE(z) and for all t 3 s, $(z, t) E N. Thus, if (z, w) E F, with {xi} c ?? 
and {t%} satisfying zi + z and ti + +cc as i 4 00, we must have $(zi,ti) + q as 
i + 00. Also, by Lemma 3.1, d(zz, &xi,&))/& and d(y, $(y,ti))/ti, for any y E i, 
limit onx7/se as i + 00. T7 is the translation length of y. Thus F, = ((2, ZJ)}, where 
u E T,(M) is tangent to the geodesic ray from .z to q, having length T-(/so. 
Case 2(b). Suppose p(z) is contained in a periodic orbit C, again with i the component 
of the lift of e containing z, and N > t a component of the lift of an attractor (or repeller) 
block for e. Let y be the deck transformation corresponding to e as above. 
Case 2(b)(i). If C is attracting and nonessential, F, = {(z, 0)). If e is attracting and 
essential, F, = {(z, u)} as in Case 2(a). Suppose e is a repelling, nonessential periodic 
orbit. Choose E, 0 < E < 7, with BE(z) C N. Let Ui and U2 be the two components - 
of M - i, with U2 bounded. Let C = aB,(z) n Ut . Recall we are assuming that no 
point within E of z limits on a rest point, and also note that p(C) intersects no critical 
orbits. By applying Lemma 4.1 to any compact, connected arc contained in C, we deduce 
the existence of a unique component N’ of the lift of an attractor block of an attracting 
periodic orbit C’ such that for all zr E C, &z, t) E N’ for sufficiently large t. Let .? c N’ 
be a lift of !‘. 
Since aiVn Ui is topologically a circle, and 4 is a homeomorphism from a N n Ut onto 
the boundary component of N’ with a connecting orbit from z, p is nonessential. In this 
setting all forward trajectories beginning within E of z are bounded, and F, = {(z, 0)). 
Case 2(b)(ii). Suppose e is a repelling, essential periodic orbit. We remark that the 
techniques used in this case will be used several times in the remainder of the proof. We 
include the details for this case, and will omit some of the details in future parts of the 
proof which use these ideas. Choose E > 0 so that BE(z) c N. The curve .? separates %? 
into two half planes Hi and Hz. By Lemma 4.1 and the assumption that for all 5 E B,(z), 
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q’ = q1 = 9; 
4 = 4 = q2 
Fig. 4. e, jr, and & project to essential, freely homotopic periodic orbits on M. 
W@(X)) is a periodic orbit, there exist unique components Ni of lifts of attractor blocks 
for periodic orbits & such that for all z E BE(z) n Hi, 4(x, t) E N, for sufficiently 
large t, i = 1,2. Let ii C Ni satisfy p(&) = &. Since 4 is a homeomorphism from a 
component of p( 8N) to a component of p(aNi), I? and & must be freely homotopic on 
M, i = 1,2. Thus, if q, q’ are the attracting and repelling fixed points, respectively, of 
y, and qi, q: are the limiting points on S, of &, then {q, q’} = { qi, qi} for i = I,2 (see 
Fig. 4). 
Let w E T,(G) be tangent to the geodesic ray from z to q and have length 1711 = Tr/sa, 
where se is the period of e. By choosing Q = z for all i and letting t + -too, (z, IJ) E F, 
by Lemma 3.2. Let vi E T,(M) be tangent to the geodesic ray from z to qi, the point 
on which & limits in forward time, and have length Izli( = Tr/si, where si is the period 
of ei, i = 1,2. 
The vector (z, ~1) E F, as follows. For any z E BE(z) nHt , d(z, $(x, t))/t + Tr/q, 
and $(z:,t) -+ q1 as t + -too. Hence for all E > 0 there exist {xi} + z, {ti} -+ tee 
as i + 00, such that 
lim d(zi, &xi, ti)) T’y 
i-co ti 
---_&, 
Sl 
and &xi, ti) -+ q1 as i + co. Since F, is closed (z, wt), and similarly (2, VZ), are 
contained in F,. 
Now consider sequences {xi} --+ z and {ti} t fco as i -+ 00, with zi E BE(~) f’ HI 
for each i. Let F,’ be the set of rotation vectors realizable with such {xi}. We will show 
that 
F; = {(z, CYW + (1 - c+,): cy E [0, l]} 
(in the case q1 = q), or 
F,’ = { (z,av): a E [0, I]} u {(z,cw,): a E [0, l]} 
(in the case q1 = 4’). 
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There exists an s > 0 such that for any CC E 8N n Ht , 6(x, t) E IV1 for t > s. This 
follows from the continuity of 4 and the fact that 4 commutes with deck transformations, 
so one can restrict to a compact arc in aN n Ht extending from any point y to y(y). Let 
(2,~) E Fj, u = limz+oo U(IC~, ti). If u # 0, the direction of u is that of v or VI since 
&xi, ti) limits on q or q1 in forward time. For each i, let si and ri be the time values 
such that $(Ic~, si) E aN nH1 and $(x2, ri) E 8Ni respectively; note that T, - si < s for 
all i and, by the continuity of C$ and the fact Xi + z as i + OC), si -+ +oc as i + 00. 
If for only finitely many i, ti > sir then q1 = q, and by Lemma 3.2, u = u. If 
there exists an infinite subsequence (also denoted) {ti} such that ti > si for each i, we 
consider two cases. If there exists a T > 0 such that ti - si < T for all i then, again 
using Lemma 3.2, (u( = /zJ(. Since t, - s, < T implies u and v have the same direction, 
we have u = v. 
Suppose there exists an infinite subsequence {ti} with ti - si + -too as i + co. Let 
A, be the axis of y and for each i set ai, bi and ci equal to the orthogonal projections 
of zi, &(xi, si) and J(Xi, ti), respectively, onto A,. Since e, et and p(A,) are freely 
homotopic on 111, there exists a constant K such that any point x E 2 contained in the 
region bounded by j, et and A, satisfies d(x, AY) < K. We then have 
lim d(xi, J(xi, ti)) 
i-00 
ti 
d(xi,ai) + d(J(xi,ti),ci) = o 
ti ti 1 ’ 
implying ]u] = limi+, d(ai, ci)/ti. Similarly one can show d(ai, bi)/si + 1111 and 
d(b,, ci)/(ti - si) + [VI / as i + 00. 
Given points x and y on A-,, we will say that y is to “the right” of x if y lies between 
z and q; we will say y lies to “the left” of 5 if y lies between 2 and q’. Since N is a 
repeller block for i, bi lies to “the right” of a, for all i > I for some I > 0. We must 
have that for infinitely many i > I either c, is to the right of bi; cz is on or between a, 
and bi; or ci is to the left of a,. 
Suppose that ci is to the right of bi for infinitely many i. Since &xi, si) + q as 
i + co, &xi, ti) -+ q and u and v have the same direction. Since A, is a geodesic, for 
these i, d(ui, bi) + d(bi, pi) = d(ui, ci), SO 
lim d(ai) ci) ti - Si d(h, ci) 
---= 
i+m ti 
lim 3 d(ai, bi) + lim 
i-+00 ti Si i--too ( ) ti ti- 
(4.1) 
The sequence {silti} c [0, I] has a subsequence converging to an LY E [0, 11. Hence, 
from (4.1), Ju] = Q]V] + (1 - cz)]ni]. G iven that ti - si --t 0;) as i + oo, ci is to the 
right of bi, and the existence of s, et limits on q in forward time. Thus w and vt have 
the same direction and ]a~ + (1 - (Y)VI I = ~1~1 + (1 - cy)I’u~ 1,so u = au + (1 - Q)v,. 
If ci is on or between ai and bi for infinitely many i > I, then d(ui, ci) + d(ci, bi) = 
d(ui, bi) for these i, which yields an (Y E [0, I] such that /u] = cy]zl] - (1 - ~)]ut I. In this 
case e and ii have opposite orientations, so that (z, 0) E F,. If u = 0 we are done. If 
u # 0 then u and u have the same direction, with ]u( < LY]ZI( < (~1. Hence u is contained 
in the line segment with endpoints at 0 and w in T,(G). 
If ci is to the left of ai for infinitely many i > I, then d(u,, ci) = d(bi, ci) - d(ui, bi), 
yielding an a E [0, l] with ]u] = (1 - cr)]wt 1 - aJv[. Either u = 0 or u and vi have 
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the same direction, with (u] < (1 - (Y)]u~] < ]vi]. I n either case u is contained in the - 
segment in T,(M) with endpoints at 0 and ~1. 
We have shown that if i and tl have the same orientation (ql = q), then 
F,’ c{(z,av+(l-+I): a~ [OJ]} 
If q1 = q’ then 
F,’ c {(z, w): (Y E [0, 1]} u ((2, ~1): (Y E [0, 11). 
In the former case Lemma 3.3, with the region S = BE(z) nHi, implies the set inclusion 
is in fact equality. In the latter case, one can modify the proof of Lemma 3.3 to get that 
Fi contains the two intervals with 0, v and 0, VI, respectively, as endpoints. Thus F,’ is 
as claimed. 
Arguing similarly for {xi} + z with zi E BE(z) n Hz, we have that F, is either an 
interval contained in a line through 0 E T,(M) ( one direction), or two intervals, each 
with an endpoint at 0 (two directions). 
Case 3. Suppose that for all 17 > 0 there exist z and y in Bn(z) such that w(p(z)) is 
a rest point and u@(y)) is a periodic orbit. We consider the following two subcases. 
Case 3(a). Suppose w@(z)) 1s a rest point, so $(z, t) + q as t -+ +co, where q is a 
rest point in E. If z is not a rest point then by the hypothesis of Case 3, q is a saddle. 
Let Wiu(q), i = 1,2, be the components of the unstable manifold of q. Pick an E > 0 
- so that if d(z,z) < E then z E W’(q), or 4)(x, t) has the same limiting behavior as 
Wiu(q), i = 1 or 2. 
Let J/i be components of lifts of attractor blocks with a connecting orbit from q. By 
the hypothesis of Case 3, for i = 1 or 2, or both, iVi must contain a periodic orbit. If N, 
contains only sinks and nonessential periodic orbits then F, = {(z,O)}. 
Suppose that W:(q) limits on a component & of the lift of an essential periodic orbit 
&, i = 1 or 2. Let si be the period of &. Let vi E T,(G) be tangent to the geodesic ray 
from z to the attracting fixed point qi E S, of the deck transformation yi corresponding 
to &, with ]~i] = Tyi/si, i = 1 or 2. As in Case 2(b)(ii), F, closed implies (z, vi) E F,. 
Since z E WS(q), (z, 0) E F, as well. There are clearly at most two linearly independent 
directions in F, and, as in Case 2(b)(ii), 
F, = {(z,cyvi): (Y E [O,l], i = 1,2}. 
Now suppose z is a rest point. The idea here will be to focus on the number of 
components of stable manifolds of saddles which intersect Bv(z) for all 77 > 0 since, 
as we have seen to some extent already, these curves may separate different asymptotic 
behaviors of trajectories of I$. By the hypothesis of Case 3, z is not a sink. If z is a 
saddle the analysis is as above in Case 3(a). 
Lemma 4.2. If z E %? is a source for 4 then there exist at most 49-2 distinct components 
I!i of lifts of essential periodic orbits l?i with connecting trajectories from z to ?i. 
Proof. Let m equal the number of such components &. Without loss of generality assume 
that for all i # j, & and Cj are freely homotopically distinct. Let n equal the number of 
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these orbits &. By considering attractor blocks Ni of the periodic orbits Ci, a trajectory 
from zo = P(Z) to Ni can be considered as a path beginning at zo and terminating on aNi. 
Thus by hypothesis there are m paths from za to ei, no two of which are homotopically 
equivalent, where the terminating point of the path is free to move in aNi. 
Let b equal the number of orbits f!i which separate M, so b = 0, 1 or 2. Cut along 
the curves Ci, and let n/r be the connected component of the resulting surface which 
contains ~0. The genus gt of Mt satisfies gt < (g - b) - (n - b), and the number of 
boundary components of Mt is 2(n - b) + b. By Lemma 3.4, 
m < 4gt + 2(2(n - b) + b) - 2 
< 4(g - b) - 4(n - b) + 4(n - b) + 2b - 2 
= 4(g - b) + 2b - 2 < 4g - 2. 0 
Now let m be as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, so 0 < m < 4g - 2. Let n equal the 
number of stable manifolds of saddles which intersect B,(z). Let C = d&r(z). Since 
4 is structurally stable, n is finite. If n = 0 then by Lemma 4.1 the trajectory of every 
z E C eventually is contained in the same component of the lift of an attractor block. 
As in Case 2(b)(i) this attractor must be a nonessential periodic orbit, so that m = 0 and 
F, = {(GO)}. 
Assume n > 1 and let ai, j = l,..., n be the components of stable manifolds of 
saddles which limit on z in backwards time. Let oj = o$linBrl(z). The curves crj separate 
Bn(z) into n disjoint, open, simply connected sets Sj which intersect no stable manifold 
of any saddle point. By Lemma 4.1, for each j, for each z E Sj, 4(x:, t) is contained in 
the same component of the lift of an attractor block for an attractor Aj for sufficiently 
large t. 
Let q2 E S, be the point on which !!i limits in forward time; let si be the period 
of &; let yi be the deck transformation satisfying V y E ii, &J, si) = ri(y); and let - 
vi E T,(M) be tangent to the geodesic ray from .Z to gi with [Vi] = T7, /si. Since z is 
a source, (z, 0) E F,. If Sj contains points whose forward trajectories limit on ii for 
some i, then by choosing xi -+ z with xi E S’j for each i and appropriate tit and using 
the fact that F, is closed, we have (z, vi) E F, for i = 1, . . , m. By arguments similar 
to those in Case 2(b)(ii), we have that 
FZ={(~,~~i): o~[O,l],i=l,..., m}. 
Thus in this setting F, contains up to 4g - 2 linearly independent vectors (see Fig. 1). 
The length of a given segment {(z, oui): (Y E [0, 11) in F, is Ty,/si and depends 
solely on the periodic orbit ei. If M has genus g there exist at most g freely homotopically 
distinct essential periodic orbits !i with a connecting orbit from ~0. By replacing each 
attracting periodic orbit & with a repelling periodic orbit e: parallel to and between two 
copies of &, and by adjusting the period of these copies of &, one can realize at most 
2g distinct lengths of segments in F,. 
Case 3(b). Suppose w(p(z)) is a periodic orbit e. By the hypothesis of Case 3 !Y 
is repelling, and P(Z) E e. Let i be the component of the lift of e containing Z. If ! 
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is nonessential then e can be considered a spiralling source, and F, = {(z, CW~): pi E 
[OJ], i= l,..‘, m> as in the above case. 
Suppose e is essential. Let N be the component of the lift of a repeller block e 
containing e and &(z). Let 4 be the attracting fixed point of the deck transformation y 
corresponding to 1, with SO the period of C. Then (z, V) E F, where 21 E T,(M) is the 
vector tangent to the geodesic ray from z to q and ]‘uI = T,/sa. 
The curve e separates % into two open half planes HI and Hz. Let Ui = &(z) n 
H,, i = 1,2. Note the existence of an z E U1 U lIJ2 such that $(x, t) + q1 as t + +oo, 
where q1 is a saddle. If not, by the hypothesis of Case 3 choose T E Ur u iJ2 such that 
$(x, t) limits on a sink q1 as t + +m. Suppose x E U1. Pick y = J(z, to) E y-’ (V,) for 
some to < 0. Then y(Y) E UI, and by the commutativity of 4 with deck transformations, 
&Y(Y)>t) + Y(41)) 1 a so a sink, which contradicts Lemma 4.1. Hence, either U1 or U, 
contains a point x whose forward orbit limits on a saddle 41. 
Consider rotation vectors (z, u) E Fi c F, where the sequence {xi} c U1. It is 
possible that no orbit exists from U1 to a saddle q1 (thus forcing the existence of an orbit 
from U; to a saddle point). In this case, using the techniques of Case 2(b)(ii), 
F,’ = ((z,au + (1 -+,): Q: E [0, I]} 
or 
F; = { (z,au): (Y E [0, l]} U ((z, CW,): GE E [0, l]} 
for some vector v1. 
Suppose there exists an x E U1 with O+(X) limiting on a saddle q1 as t + +co. 
Using the fact that N is a repeller block for f!, for all n 3 0 we have that 
?(O(x)) n UI # 0. 
Thus there exists x, E yn(O(z)) n U 1 with 5, + z as n + cc and 4(x,, t) limiting on 
the saddle yn(ql) as t -+ fco, implying (x,0) f Fi. 
Let (z, 21) E Fi with u = limi,, ~(zi, tZ) and u # 0. Then 4(zi, ti) + p’ as i + co 
for some p’ E S,. The point p’ is either the attracting fixed point g or the repelling fixed 
point q’ of y as fallows. Pick y E ti, with &Y,t) + q1 as t + +KI with ql a saddle. 
Let S be the strip in U1 bounded by 0(y) and 0(7(y)) (see Fig. 5). Let 
R = u C’(s) 
XES 
and S, = yn(R) n UI. Then S, lies between strips S,_l and Sri+++ in U1, and points in 
S, approach e as n -+ +oc since N is a repeller block. 
If O+(X) is bounded for all z E S, choose K > 0 such that every 2 E R is within 
a distance K of e. Given that zi -+ z with zi E UI, choose a subsequence {xi} and 
choose {ni} + 00 with zi E S,;. Then (3(x,) c rni(R), and hence O(Q) is within K 
of i. If &xi, ti) 3 p’ then p’ = q, so that ‘u. and v have the same direction. As in Case 
2(b)(ii) there is an Q! E [0, 11 so that 21 = (YV + (1 - o)(O). Applying Lemma 3.3, with 
the “$7’ of Lemma 3.3 equalling U,, we have 
F; = {(x, w): a E [0, l]}. 
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Fig. 5. The strip S is bounded by the trajectories of y and y(y). 
If there exists z* E S such that 0+(x*) is not bounded let p* E S, satisfy $(z*, t) + 
p* as t + +CXX Let S’ be the region in VI bounded by 0(x*) and 7(0(x*)). Let 
R’ = &ES’ O(z) and note that all trajectories of points in R’ lie between 0(x*) and 
y(O(z*)). Pick a subsequence {xi} and choose {ni} + 00 with zi E ynZ (R’)IIU~. Then 
O(X:~) lies between Y”~(~(x*)) and T”~+‘(~(x*)), tra ec ories j t which limit on yna (p*) 
and ynz+l (p*), respectively, as t + +m. If $(zi, ti) + p’ then r”l@*) + p’ as i + 00, 
so that y(p’) = p’ and p’ E {q, q’}. Thus 2~ is tangent to either the geodesic ray from z to 
q or from z to Q’. As for the length of u, denote by jl, . . . , &,, the components of lifts of 
essential periodic orbits !j with a connecting orbit from S, and by pj E S, the limit as 
t --+ +cc of the trajectory ij. Let sj be the period of !j and rj the deck transformation 
corresponding to &. If for some j we have pj = q’, the repelling fixed point of y, then 
m = 1 and e, and e are freely homotopic with opposite orientations. As in Case 2(b)(ii), 
F,’ = { (2, au): a E [0, l]} U ((2, aw): a E [0, l]}, 
where ~1 is tangent to the geodesic ray from z to q’ and Iz)l/ = T”, /sl. If for all j we 
have pj # q’ then let wj E T,(G), (vj 1 = T,,/sj, be tangent to the geodesic ray from 
2 to q. 
If there is a connecting orbit from an 5 E S to ij for some j, then i d(s, &z, t)) + 
T&/sj as t -+ +co. Using the fact that Fz is closed we have that (2, ~j) E F,’ for each 
j. Again modifying the techniques of Case 2(b)(ii), 
F; = {(z, mu): a E [0, I]}, 
where the direction of w is that of 21, and [WI = max{lvjl: j = 1,. . . , m}. 
A similar analysis holds for F,’ c F,, the set of rotation vectors realizable with 
{xi} -+ z and ICY E U2 for all i. Hence F, is either a subinterval with an endpoint at 
0 E T,(M), or two subintervals, each with an endpoint at 0. The proof of Theorem 4.2 
is now complete. 0 
We conclude with a few examples. To achieve 4g - 2 directions in a fiber F,, choose z 
to be a source and let !I, . . . , !, be freely homotopically distinct simple closed orbits, no 
subset of which separates M. Place the appropriate number of saddles with connecting 
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Fig. 6. On the left, F, has 6 directions, while on the right F, has 10 directions; p(z) = ZO. 
e 
Fig. 7. A single periodic orbit can provide 4g - 2 directions in F,. 
orbits from z as shown in Fig. 6. Each component of the stable manifolds of each of the 
saddles is provided by a connecting orbit from .z. 
Of interest is the fact that a single periodic orbit e on M can provide for each of the 
4g - 2 directions in F,. The critical and connecting orbits for such a flow are shown in 
Fig. 7 for g = 2. 
The nonstructurally stable case is much more problematic due in part to the existence 
of nonclosed, Poisson-stable trajectories. These are nonclosed orbits e such that e c w(e) 
and C c o(e), and the lift of such an orbit limits on a point on S, which is not fixed by 
any deck transformation. A Poisson-stable trajectory would have a well-defined direction, 
but we lose the advantage of utilizing deck transformations. A continuous flow on M 
may also have a Poisson-stable trajectory e of the following type: for any point zo E e 
there is a neighborhood U containing zo and an open arc C c e, zo E C, which splits U 
into two semi-neighborhoods, one of which contains no points which lie on nonclosed, 
Poisson-stable trajectories. It is not clear what the structure of F, would be in this case 
for z E p-‘(~0). Moreover, there may also be lifts of orbits which do not have well- 
defined limits on S, in forward time. Perhaps the next case to investigate would be that 
of flows with finitely many equilibrium points, for in this case the lift of any orbit is 
either bounded or has a unique limit point on S, as t + $-cm. 
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